### Spring Semester

#### School of Business & Technology

- **ACCT 2010**: Financial Accounting
- **ACCT 2025**: Managerial Accounting
- **BUSN 2750**: Introduction to Statistics
- **COSC 2610**: Operating Systems
- **CSIS 1500**: Introduction to Business Technologies
- **ECON 2000**: Survey of Economics
- **FINC 3800**: Financial Markets and Institutions
- **MATH 1360**: Business Mathematics [QL]
- **MATH 1430**: College Algebra [QL]
- **MATH 1610**: Calculus I [QL]
- **MNGT 2000**: Foundations for Business Success
- **MNGT 2150**: Business Ethics
- **MNGT 3150**: Consumer Behavior
- **MNGT 3400**: Human Resource Management
- **MNGT 3450**: Principles of Organizational Behavior
- **MNGT 4900**: Managerial Policies and Strategies
- **MNGT 4920**: Marketing Strategies

#### COLLEGE OF SCIENCE & HEALTH

- **PSYC 1100**: Introduction to Psychology [SSHB/CRI]
- **PSYC 2300**: Lifespan Development
- **PSYC 3775**: Personality Theory
- **PSYC 4750**: Advanced Statistics
- **SCIN 1030**: Science in the News: Swiss Innovations* [PNW/ETH] ($55 trip fee)

#### Spring I

- **PSYC 1800**: Careers in Psychology (1 credit)
- **PSYC 2850**: Peace Psychology: Conflict and Dispute Resolution in Geneva* [GLBL/INTC] ($55 trip fee)

#### Spring II

- **PSYC 3025**: Psychology and Ethics (2 credits)
- **SCIN 1030**: Science in the News [PNW/ETH]

#### School of Communications

- **FTVP 1000**: Introduction to Film, Television, and Video Production*
- **MDST 1010**: Media Foundations: Geneva Creativity and Innovation*
- **MDST 1160**: Communication for Media Professionals
- **MDST 2100**: Media Literacy [SSHB/CRI]
- **SPCM 1280**: Interpersonal Communications [SSHB/WCOM]
- **THEA 1080**: Studio Acting: Unlocking your Inner Actor: An Immersive Journey into Improv in Geneva* [ARTS/WCOM]

#### SPRING I

- **GAME 2200**: Narrative Design 1: Geneva Game Wham* ($55 trip fee)
- **MUSC 1050**: Music Appreciation Exploring Music: Listening, History, and Culture in Geneva* [ARTS/WCOM] ($55 trip fee)

#### SPRING II

- **GAME 2300**: Analog RPG Design: Geneva Creativity and Innovation* ($55 trip fee)

*Indicates Geneva signature courses that may carry an additional fee.

**Courses are subject to change.